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About Us

Nordic Friend Agency is a digital-era marketing, communications & 
advertising agency, specializing in the Chinese market with offices in 
both Nordics and China. Nordic Friend combines an international 
business mentality with Chinese know-how. 

Nordic Friend has a diverse team of media, PR, and branding experts, 
and is dedicated to serving a wide array of clients across various 
sectors, including government, tourism, education, maritime, food, 
consumer goods, industrial, and more. The client base spans the 
entire Nordic region and has expanded in recent years to include 
clients from other parts of Europe, the Middle East, and Southeast 
Asia.

Nordic Friend's mission is to drive sustainable growth for the clients by 
leveraging cutting-edge content marketing, communications, and 
digital sales strategies tailored for the Chinese market.







Era of AI



Quickly: 

What is AIGC



Things have changed fast!

Sources: Google, Subredditstats, Media Reports





Some (more) problems are solved. 



What can AIGC do?



Think of yourself being a marketer in the company:

- What daily tasks cost lots of your work time?

- What tasks do you find somewhat difficult to 

handle?

- What tasks do you feel possible to leverage to AI?

Question:



Quick Summary

• Work process: (sometimes) translate, 
understand, present and report

• Planning (either qualitatively or 
quantitively based) strategy

• Summarizing and reporting

• Internal emails writing, personal 
Linkedin or Yammer post writing

• Texts: social media post, PR release article

• Images: editing & creating

• Videos: script writing, video producing

• Customer Experience: consumer 
understanding; survey; daily responding

• Searching Engine Optimization

Internal Work Processing External Content Production/Output

This is not just about cost and efficiency!



Kimi
Firstly, looking at a Chinese model

https://kimi.moonshot.cn/

#1 

https://kimi.moonshot.cn/




Gamma APP
Creating Presentations#2 
https://gamma.app/

https://gamma.app/








New Bing
What’s next for SEO and SEM Marketing?#3 





#4 





ChatGPT
GPT: Generative Pre-trained Transformer#5 





Live Demo

DALL-E

Huiwa

Adobe

Midjourney



Basic Parameters in Midjourney

Aspect Ratios

--aspect, or --ar

Change the aspect ratio of a generation.

Chaos

--chaos <number 0–100>

Change how varied the results will be. Higher values produce more unusual and 

unexpected generations.

Character Reference

--cref URL

Use images as character references in your prompt to create images of the 

same character in different situations.

Use –cw <0-100> for how similar of the reference image, 100 keep similar of 

face, hair, and clothes; 0 only keep similar of face

Fast

--fast

override your current setting and run a single job using Fast Mode.

Image Weight

--iw <0–2>

Sets image prompt weight relative to text weight. The default value is 1.

No

--no

Negative prompting, --no plants would try to remove plants from the image.

Quality

--quality <.25, .5, or 1>, or --q <.25, .5, or 1>

How much rendering quality time you want to spend. The default value is 1. 

Higher values use more GPU minutes; lower values use less.

Random

--style random

add a random 32 base styles Style Tuner code to your prompt. You can also use --

style random-16, --style random-64 or --style random-128 to use random results 

from other lengths of Style Tuners.

Relax

--relax

override your current setting and run a single job using Relax Mode.

Repeat

--repeat <1–40>, or --r <1–40>

Create multiple Jobs from a single prompt. --repeat is useful for quickly rerunning 

a job multiple times.

https://docs.midjourney.com/aspect-ratios
https://docs.midjourney.com/chaos
https://docs.midjourney.com/character-reference
https://docs.midjourney.com/fast-relax
https://docs.midjourney.com/image-prompts
https://docs.midjourney.com/multi-prompts
https://docs.midjourney.com/quality
https://docs.midjourney.com/style-tuner
https://docs.midjourney.com/fast-relax
https://docs.midjourney.com/repeat


Basic Parameters in Midjourney

Seed

--seed <integer between 0–4294967295>

The Midjourney bot uses a seed number to create a field of visual noise, like television 

static, as a starting point to generate the initial image grids. Seed numbers are 

generated randomly for each image but can be specified with the --seed or --

sameseed parameter. Using the same seed number and prompt will produce similar 

ending images.

Stop

--stop <integer between 10–100>

Use the --stop parameter to finish a Job partway through the process. Stopping a Job 

at an earlier percentage can create blurrier, less detailed results.

Style

• --style <raw> Switch between versions of the Midjourney Model version 5.1 and 5.2.

• --style <4a, 4b, or 4c> Switch between versions of the Midjourney Model version 4.

• --style <cute, expressive, original, or scenic> Switch between versions of the Niji

Model version 5.

Style Reference

Use images as style references in your prompt to influence the style or aesthetic of 

images you want Midjourney to make.

Stylize

--stylize <number>, or --s <number> parameter

influences how strongly Midjourney's default aesthetic style is applied to 

Jobs.

Tile

--tile

parameter generates images that can be used as repeating tiles to create 

seamless patterns.

Turbo

--turbo

override your current setting and run a single job using Turbo Mode.

Video

--video

Saves a progress video of the initial image grid being generated. Emoji react 

to the completed image grid with  to trigger the video being sent to your 

direct messages. --video does not work when upscaling an image.

Weird

--weird <number 0–3000>, or --w <number 0–3000>

Explore unusual aesthetics with the experimental --weird parameter.

https://docs.midjourney.com/seeds
https://docs.midjourney.com/stop
https://docs.midjourney.com/style
https://docs.midjourney.com/style-reference
https://docs.midjourney.com/style-reference
https://docs.midjourney.com/style-reference
https://docs.midjourney.com/stylize
https://docs.midjourney.com/tile
https://docs.midjourney.com/fast-relax
https://docs.midjourney.com/video
https://docs.midjourney.com/weird


--s 0

--s 1000--s 500

--s 250

Comparison of
different
numbers for --s



--s 0

--s 1000--s 500

--s 250

Comparison of
different
numbers for --s

architecture in a Norwegian 
forest, glass material



--c 25 --c 50

--c 100--c 75

Comparison of
different
numbers for --c

A pink flower on a pineapple



Photo of a man with a beard and glassed, looking confused, with a cityscape behind him, cars passing by and people walking

MJ DALL-E

Comparison of images generated by DALL-E and Midjourney



Realistic photo of a snowy landscape in Norway, with trees, a man and a woman standing in front of a tent

MJ DALL-E

Comparison of images generated by DALL-E and Midjourney



Images generated by DALL-E and Midjourney



Photoshop generative expand



Photoshop generative fill

Wooden house



Photoshop generative fill

Sunny beach



Photoshop generative fill

Jean jacket



Products Model Reference image

Assets needed in Huiwa



Upload multiple 

images with

different angles to

create the model

Results 



How strong the reference image influence the result
Reference image

low medium strong



AI will not 
replace you. 
A person who’s 
using AI will 
replace you.

—ChatGPT



Wired editor, Kevin Kelly, views the massive growth of the Web over the past years. 2005

“…How could we create so much, so fast, so well?

In fewer than 4,000 days, we have encoded half a trillion versions of our collective story 

and put them in front of 1 billion people, or one-sixth of the world’s population. That 

remarkable achievement was not in anyone’s 10-year plan….

Why aren’t we more amazed by this fullness? Kings of old would have gone to war to win 

such abilities. Only small children would have dreamed such a magic window could be 

real…”



CONTACT
RIXIN JIANG

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rixinjiang/

rixin@nordicfriend.net

www.nordicfriend.net

mailto:rixin@nordicfriend.net
mailto:rixin@nordicfriend.net
http://www.nordicfriend.net/


Join our AIGC Chatgroup!
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